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Focal Area 
This white paper provides initial insight on how artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML),               
including interpretability and explainable AI (XAI) methods, can be leveraged to glean insight from              
complex data for a paradigm-changing improvement in Earth system predictability on           
subseasonal-to-seasonal (S2S) and seasonal-to-decadal (S2D) timescales. The application of AI to           
extend and improve predictability, in combination with causal inference and uncertainty quantification,            
could lead to a transformative understanding of the integrative water cycle and associated extremes. 

Science Challenge 
The water cycle is a vital process for life on Earth, yet remains a poorly predicted phenomenon in                  
modeling systems. Can we harness ML to understand the sources and limits of S2S and S2D                
predictability and extend the prediction skill of the integrative water cycle and its associated extremes? 

Rationale 
The integrative water cycle is a key component of the Earth system and is essential to sustaining humans                  
and ecosystems. Water can be evaporated, transported, and precipitated via physical mechanisms that             
have teleconnections to large-scale modes of variability, such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation             
(ENSO) and the Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO). However, prediction skill of the water cycle and               
associated extremes (e.g., flash floods and droughts) on S2S/S2D timescales from Earth system models              
remains poor (Pegion et al. 2019, Pendergrass et al. 2020, Meehl et al. 2021). Much of the S2S/S2D                  
forecasting uncertainty associated with the water cycle arises from chaotic atmospheric dynamics and             
limited understanding of the upstream sources of predictability (Robertson et al. 2020). The growing              
complexity of Earth system models, which generate large amounts of data, as well as the many                
associated physical mechanisms increase the difficulty of identifying the processes that provide or limit              
predictability skill. 

The power of XAI lies in enabling humans to understand ML predictions, increasing transparency and               
trust in complex ML models. Recent advances in XAI can be harnessed to provide insight into precursor                 
mechanisms associated with prediction skill, which potentially arise from known and unknown modes of              
variability. However, there are challenges associated with XAI. For example, the degree of causality is               
not output from the analysis, nor is a measure of uncertainty. Moreover, the limited observational record                
on decadal or longer timescales poses challenges in a supervised learning framework, where we do not                
have sufficient labeled data (or “ground truth”) to train ML models with. These challenges can be                
addressed using the proposed approaches detailed in this white paper, along with collaborations between              
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domain experts and ML scientists, which can advance Earth system predictability through a deeper              
understanding of the integrative water cycle.  

Narrative 
By training ML models using a supervised learning framework, with a combination of observations (e.g,               
ARM precipitation), reanalysis (e.g., NCEP-DOE), and/or Earth system models (e.g., E3SM), windows            
of forecast opportunities can be identified, along with sources and limits of predictability. The limits of                
predictability related to the water cycle can be detected by training an ML model to predict climate                 
model errors, which can help isolate model components or processes responsible for the largest biases.               
The success of ML to extend predictability on S2S/S2D timescales has been demonstrated by several               
recent studies. For example, Ham et al. (2019) trained a convolutional neural network (CNN; LeCun et                
al. 2015) to predict ENSO, first using model simulations, and then using reanalysis data, in order to                 
address challenges with limited observational data availability. This successful application of transfer            
learning produced predictions out to a lead time of one and a half years with skill that exceeds current                   
state-of-the-art dynamical forecast systems. Here we describe one example of how, in theory, ML              
models and interpretability techniques can be used to extend S2S predictions of the water cycle               
generated with Earth system models (e.g., E3SM). A CNN can be trained to skillfully predict               
precipitation anomalies or associated modes of variability (e.g., MJO) with lead times of 2-4 weeks               
using S2S process-oriented fields (Kim et al. 2021). Precursor mechanisms that contribute to CNN              
prediction skill can then be identified using XAI methods (Barnes et al. 2020, Mayer and Barnes 2020),                 
such as saliency maps (Simonyan et al. 2013, McGovern et al. 2019) and Layer-wise Relevance               
Propagation (Bach et al. 2015, Toms et al. 2020), and these results can be used to generate hypotheses                  
that can be tested using dynamical models. XAI could also be approached using knowledge distillation               
(Liu et al. 2018), where a simple model (e.g., decision trees) can be trained using output from a skillful                   
deep learning model, providing improved interpretability with limited reduction in accuracy. 

ML can also be applied to identify and predict S2D modes of variability with teleconnections to the                 
water cycle, using XAI to detect the relevant upstream signals. Within long E3SM simulations and               
building upon the work of Ham et al. (2019), fields other than sea surface temperatures and heights can                  
be incorporated into ML forecasts of ENSO, to exploit any additional predictive power they may have.                
Fields relevant to other modes of variability, such as the MJO and Pacific Decadal Oscillation, could                
also be used to help illuminate relationships among climate signals (Tang et al. 2008, Meehl et al. 2010,                  
Kapur and Zhang 2012). It is then possible to test whether incorporating other modes of variability                
further extends or limits the predictability of ENSO, which has implications for the integrative water               
cycle via teleconnections. Synthetic data can also be generated using ML applied to observations and               
reanalysis to extend the availability of labeled data to train a CNN on S2D timescales. Dasgupta et al.                  
(2020) recently demonstrated this technique with a CNN-based approach that improved historical            
reconstructions of the MJO, which was then used to explore its decadal variability. This type of                
semi-supervised approach can extend S2D predictability by increasing the availability of labeled data.             
Generative adversarial networks (GANs; Goodfellow et al. 2014) can also provide further skill in the               
augmentation of synthetic data that resemble observations or model output. GANs can also transform              
more widely available datasets to match the statistical properties and structure of sparser observations              
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(Wang et al. 2021). These models have the advantage of not requiring complex loss functions and can be                  
used to extract salient properties within spatial data by visualizing the discriminator output (Bau et al.                
2018), though further study is needed to assess the limitations of this approach (i.e., are we getting the                  
right answer for the right reason; Borji 2018).  

The identified sources and limits of predictability can be further explored using causal inference, such as                
Granger causality (McGraw and Barnes 2018) and causal hypothesis testing (Runge et al. 2019). These               
methods are advantageous because they can help determine the direction of causality and disentangle              
whether a signal is due to a direct causal relationship or simply autocorrelation. These techniques would                
be particularly useful in situations where the identified source or limit of predictability is not a                
recognizable climate pattern or is from an unknown mode of variability. Causal graphs, which are               
probabilistic graphical models that mimic domain knowledge graphs (Nowack et al. 2020), are another              
viable causal discovery approach. The temporal causality discovery framework (Nauta et al. 2019) uses              
an attention-based CNN to output a causality graph structure with time lag. This causal inference               
method could help differentiate between spurious correlations and direct causal associations in            
multivariate S2S/S2D time series information.  

Uncertainty quantification is also an important consideration for ML predictability problems. Epistemic            
uncertainty, or uncertainty in the model parameters, can be addressed using Bayesian neural networks              
that specify a distribution over the network weights (Dusenberry et al. 2020). To address aleatoric               
uncertainty, or inherent noise in the data, data augmentation techniques can be used to transform               
existing data to create new samples for training (Wang et al. 2019). Ensembling methods also address                
this form of uncertainty; for example, training a set of ML models with different random initializations                
or optimizing an ML model to output a distribution instead of a single class or value (Kendall and Gal                   
2017, Foster et al. 2021).  

We note that there is a tradeoff between physics-informed ML and knowledge discovery. A significant               
advantage of ML is its ability to learn from data, but providing stringent constraints can hamper                
knowledge discovery. However in certain cases, simple physical constraints are truly necessary (e.g.,             
constraining precipitation to be nonnegative values). To encourage knowledge discovery and data driven             
approaches, it may be best to compare results using a range of physical constraints. In a prediction                 
context, this relates to using ML to discover unknown modes of variability or interactions between               
modes that are associated with the integrative water cycle. 

An additional goal of the approaches described above is the creation of automated ML workflows that                
can be easily shared across disciplines. Automated training, including automated hyperparameter tuning            
(e.g., Optuna; Akiba et al. 2019), is a powerful approach to solving “big data” problems and model                 
optimization. Efficient testing allows the user to explore a wide range of ML approaches, lowers the                
entry barrier for non-ML experts, and encourages interdisciplinary collaborations. We anticipate these            
workflows will have potential benefits across ML areas of interest to DOE EESSD that extend beyond                
predictability and the water cycle. Overall, we foresee that ML for Earth system predictability will be                
characterized by achieving higher skill in prediction of the integrative water cycle, coupled with a               
deeper understanding of the physical mechanisms, causal relationships, and associated uncertainty in            
Earth system models on S2S/S2D timescales. 
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Data Availability 
All the code and tools generated in the process of addressing these science questions will be made                 
available following FAIR principles. We will leverage tools such as zenodo and github repositories to               
share code, model output, and other processed datasets. 

Suggested Partners/Experts 
The following groups contain partners and experts in machine learning and Earth system predictability              
that could potentially provide expertise at a related webinar or workshop.  

NCAR Computational and Information Systems Laboratory Analytics and Integrative Machine Learning           
group (Dr. David John Gagne, NCAR), National Science Foundation AI Institute for Research on              
Trustworthy AI in Weather, Climate, and Coastal Oceanography (Dr. Amy McGovern, University of             
Oklahoma; Dr. Elizabeth Barnes, Colorado State University; and Dr. Imme Ebert-Uphoff, Colorado            
State University), and the NCAR CESM and Climate and Global Dynamics Laboratory Earth System              
Prediction Working Groups (Dr. Yaga Richter, NCAR; Julie Caron, NCAR). 
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